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Your mouth is moving
It's saying what I'm saying
We have a plan
We have a prayer
We have a plaything
We have a ritual known as mating
Everything is physical and usually amazing
I'll live your pleasure so you don't have to
Your pleasure is our labor is our love is our castle
We are a partially decided reaction
The future's so heavy cause it's always gonna happen

Oh, where are we now?
We're in a new place
Above it isn't bright
Below it isn't dark
Everywhere we go it's just a walk in the park

The Fountain of Youth is forever
We come apart, we come together
There's nothing hotter than a son and a daughter
Swimming in the water with no mother and no father
Sister, sister, let's live forever

You're mouth is breathing
It's breathing what I'm breathing
I'm pretty sure your eyes are seeing what my eyes are
Seeing
Am I correct or do I need a correction?
Every single part of you is built like a weapon

We got whistles
We got bells
We got guns that shoot themselves
We got the earth and the earth is flat
We got the pictures of the pictures and the pictures of
The... 

Oh, where are we now?
We're in a new place
Above it isn't bright
Below it isn't dark
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Everywhere we go it's just a walk in the park

The Fountain of Youth is forever
We come apart, we come together
There's nothing hotter than a son and a daughter
Swimming in the water with no mother and no father
Sister, sister, let's live forever

Ten thousand nights without rest
Sipping from some mother's breast
She doesn't glimmer like a gem
But she's a friend

The Fountain of Youth is forever
We come apart, we come together
There's nothing hotter than a son and a daughter
Swimming in the water with no mother and no father
Sister, sister, let's live forever
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